Class R
The term started with our class being
given guinea fowl eggs in an incubator by
the Wilson family. They usually take 21
days to hatch and so after that time we
decided we had done something wrong!
But then on day 22, one hatched; followed
by three more, so Class R managed to
watch the whole hatching process!

We read a book called ‘Who wants a
pet?’. Soon after reading it, a large purple
egg was sent to us by the main character
Lucy, along with a letter asking us to look
after it until it hatched. She said she
wasn’t sure what animal would emerge
but 28 days later we are still waiting………

Class 1
Class 1 have thoroughly enjoyed this
term’s topic which has focused on ‘water’.
In our Design Technology focus week, the
class learned about children in
Madagascar who travel miles to collect
and then carry fresh water home each
day. Together we looked at the work of
Water Aid and using excellent team work
We were all fascinated by the chicks and
the children set up two observation
hotspots so they could write or draw what
they saw. Our chicks also started lots of
further investigation into other oviparous
animals (animals which lay eggs). It turned
out we knew quite a lot of egg laying
animals but by watching films, looking in
books and using the internet, we found
out even more.

skills, designed and made our own tippytaps.

Class 2
The children have impressed us with their
writing, as we have used Talk for Writing
to explore the key texts ‘The Rainbow
Fish’ by Marcus Pfister and ‘The Snail and
the Whale’ by Julia Donaldson.
We have learned about the artist David
Hockney through our Take One picture
‘The Diver’. We were inspired to use paint
software to produce our own artwork on
laptops and iPads like the artist David
Hockney. The results were wonderful!
The children have also been fascinated in
history lessons when learning about
holidays in the past. Each child wrote a
questionnaire to give to parents or
grandparents to find out about holidays in
the more recent past. The children
enjoyed sharing their findings with one
another. They also enjoyed learning about
Victorian Seaside holidays and making
their very own Punch and Judy character
puppets.

On Wednesday 14th of July, Class 2 visited
Bridge Farm on Ramsbury Estate, to learn
about farming in the local area. We had a
fun tractor ride around the estate.
Here are some of the children’s written
comments by Abigail, Madison, Lorcan,
Nia, Hugo, Olivia, Sam and Annabel:
I loved going to Ramsbury Estates because
I loved catching crickets in the meadow.
The huge beast thing that I saw was ……a
combine harvester!
The trip to Ramsbury Estates was
excellent, Class Two weighed 860 kg when
we went on the weighbridge.

Thanks to Mrs Woodhouse and the
children’s hard work, we have also had
much success in our outdoor area. The
fruit and vegetables have ripened, causing
much excitement!
What a wonderful term Class 1 have had
and indeed academic year. Despite the
difficult events of 2020/21, the children
have maintained great enthusiasm for
learning and worked extremely hard. Well
done Class 1!

When we went to Bridge Farm, my
favourite part was in the trailer, bumping
along the track.
Alistair showed us the wheat storage
shed, it was so big, I couldn’t believe it!

Ramsbury Estates was excellent, we were
running around in the beautiful long grass,
looking for bugs and chasing butterflies.
Alistair showed us the plants that grow on
the farm, they are barley, wheat, oil seed
rape and oats.

“I really enjoyed learning about the
destruction of Ancient Baghdad and then
creating our own newspaper reports in
English. It was interesting to write articles
from the voice of both the Ancient
Baghdadi’s and the Mongols.” Isla
“The best part of writing our articles was
when we got to do some drama and
interview each other. It was fun to play
the role of an Ancient Baghdadi and a
Mongol. They had very different stories!”
Gus

We learned that 200 horses are just as
strong as a tractor!

Class 3
Class 3 have had a fantastic final term
together and have enjoyed every minute
of our last topic ‘Ancient Baghdad’. As
well as an exciting topic, we’ve had lots of
other fun experiences together like sports
day and the exhilaration of the Euros.
What an opportunity to have witnessed
history together!
Here are some of our highlights:
“It was so interesting to learn about
Ancient Baghdad and all of the inventions
that came from there. We enjoyed having
a go at writing on clay as this is one of the
ways writing could be recorded during this
time.” Emma and Peggy

“When we learned about Ancient
Baghdad we created River Tigris artwork
where we made a water pattern and
dropped ink on it. This is what it might
have looked like when all the books were
thrown in the River Tigris. I enjoyed
watching the ink spread through the
water.” Shyanne
“My favourite part of this term has been
Free Write Friday. I loved the Arabic
market picture we used!” Nathan
“It was fun to learn about Zaha Hadid. I
enjoyed writing about her and making
posters to tell people about her amazing
life.” Caspar

“We were inspired by Zaha’s work and
became architects by making buildings out
of spaghetti and gum drops!” Imogen and
Violet

“We had to work as a team to help chop
all the guards off the tree trunks. It was
really fun to be outdoors.” Emma and
Lola.
We were very lucky to have some tennis
lessons this term. The children really
enjoyed them and worked hard to
improve their skills.
“I found it really interesting when we
learned about the five pillars of Islam as I
like learning about different religions. It
was interesting to see a prayer mat!”
Barnaby
“It was so much fun to the celebrate the
Euros in class by having a sweepstake. I
was sad that England lost but I did have
Italy which was exciting to win the class
competition.” Max
“I really enjoyed the European flag work
we did in French to celebrate the Euros. It
was interesting that some of the countries
had different names in France.” Oliver

“We all learned about forehand and
backhand. We learned how to hit the ball
gently and hard.” Reuben.
The children also throughly enjoyed their
dance lessons with Cheryl and performed
some fabulous dances inspired by Greta
Thunberg.
“Cheryl was really kind. She taught us how
to make tree shapes and she included all
our ideas.” Annabel, Zara and Alex.

Class 4
Well done Class 4 – we have made it to
the end of the year and what a year it has
been!
This term we have been thinking about
our environment and the things we can all
do to take better care of our world. At the
beginning of the term we were thrilled to
be asked to help Class 6 with their
campaign to reduce plastic waste in the
local community. Everyone worked so
hard and all the children did us proud!

We definitely missed all the parents at our
recent sports day, but we had a fantastic
time in the sunshine. Everyone cheered
on each other and there was a great sense
of team spirit. Well done to the Muntjacs
who managed to continue with their
winning streak!
“The water race was really interesting as it
was a race we hadn’t done before”
Dawson

“We didn’t have a sports day last year so
we were really excited about this one. All
the classes came onto the field. It was the
first time we have all been together for a
while and it was epic!” Nora and Ted.
We are so sad to be saying goobye to Miss
Miles at the end of this year. We have
been so lucky to have had her in our Class
4 Team and we are very grateful for all the
help and support she has given us. Thank
you, Miss Miles and we wish you all the
luck in the world as you embark on your
new adventure!
“Over the years, Miss Miles has helped me
to swim and I have learned so many
different sports because of her joyful PE
lessons. I will miss her!” Erin.
I (Mrs Bint) am also sad to be saying
goodbye to Ramsbury Primary School this
year. Thank you to everyone in Class 4 for
all your hard work, enthusiasm and
smiles! I am leaving with some truly lovely
memories of you all and know you will
continue to be just as awesome in Class 5.
Have a wonderful summer everyone!

Class 5
Class 5 had an exciting last term. We went
to the Corinium Museum in Cirencester,
and did a treasure hunt, decoded Latin
and saw a stuffed sheep!
We dissolved and evaporated salts and
sugar in Science and performed a play all
about our Roman learning in History. In
Maths we have been doing Geometry and
coordinates.

I really liked writing my non-chronological
report in English and we wrote about a
part of Rome that we were interested in
and I chose fashion.
In Science, we made ice cream using what
we learned about changing materials - salt
lowers the temperature of ice!
We have loved our year in Class 5.
By Pippa, Dan, Angus, Molly and Jude

Class 6
Our final term has been a busy one in
Class 6. In DT we have been making real
working vacuum cleaners in small groups.
We had to figure out how we would be
able to grab the rubbish that we would be
sucking up into our vacuums. We found
out that using a fan would be easiest.
Each group had a different design. We had
to figure out how we could get our motor
to pick up the litter, we changed both the
direction of the fan and where it was
positioned. Some groups even attached
had a light and a switch. Our models were
amazing!
We have been working on our play ‘Star
Warts’. One of our hardest challenges has
been to learn all of our lines - but we’ve
managed it! There are lots of songs in it
and some very special people have solos.
If having to learn all of that was enough
then you would think that it would be
quite hard to learn dances to the songs
too! We even made the props. Everyone
in Class 6 has worked extremely hard to

make the play happen and we all feel very
proud!

We were so lucky to go on a residential
visit to Dorset, next to Corfe castle. It was
a 5 day trip with 4 nights away.
When we first arrived, we did some team
building activities which made everyone
work together to face different
challenges. We then found our tents as
we were glamping for the week. On the
first night we went on a 5-mile night hike!
On our sea days we worked together to
make our own rafts and then had a battle
with the other teams. A lot of people’s
favourite activity was the jumbo
paddleboard - it was so much fun.
We also went coasteering where people
faced their fear of jumping off rocks and
into the sea.

By the end of the week, we were all so
tired but wished that we could go back
and do it all again!
By Daisy Cox

Music successes
We have managed to carry on with much
of our extra music this year, virtually and
in person and the children have been
working very hard towards exams this
year.
Our successes this term include:
Ben Foley – Grade 1 trumpet
Scarlett Symon – Grade 2 cornet, with
Distinction
Dan Hughes – Grade 3 trumpet with
Distinction
Annabelle Travis – Grade 5 trumpet with
Merit
Zara McRae - Grade 1 violin with
Distinction
Isla Miah - Grade 2 flute with Merit
Ben Macintosh - Grade 4 saxophone with
Distinction.
But it hasn’t just been the children…. The
fabulously talented Mrs Haynes has been
named Wiltshire Primary School Music
Teacher of the Year 2021! Very well
deserved!
Sport
Sport has also carried on despite the
restrictions, but instead of competing in
person, we have been taking part at
school and sending in our results!
Ramsbury Primary School submitted the
most entries in the Wiltshire Virtual
School Games over the whole academic
year, and in recognition of this we have
received £250 for even more sports
equipment! Thank you for all your hard
work children!

On our forest days we learned how to
make fire, build dens and become masters
of archery. We played lots of games and
made doughnuts!

Have a lovely Summer holiday
everyone!

